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1 Introduction to Project Timesheet
 

1.1 Overview 
Project Timesheet Pro is a Microsoft Project extension that will help you to save valuable time to manage project 
actual work. Microsoft Project Pro offers a solution to 

Project Timesheet Pro is designed for project managers using Microsoft Project and aiming to follow their projects 
from actual work. 

The input of actual work can be so time consuming 
practices. 

Project Timesheet Pro will able you to manage your budget at assignment level without spending hours updating 
actual work. 

1.2 Prerequisites 
 

Project Timesheet Pro is a Microsoft Project plug
Windows. 

 

1.3 Trademarks and disclaimers
Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation

Microsoft Project is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation

Excel is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation

Jira is a trademark of Atlassian . 

Project Timesheet Pro is using the Json.NET open source framework developed by Newtonsoft.

The resource names used in this document have been generated randomly.
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Introduction to Project Timesheet Pro 

Project Timesheet Pro is a Microsoft Project extension that will help you to save valuable time to manage project 
actual work. Microsoft Project Pro offers a solution to import timesheets with various layouts.

Project Timesheet Pro is designed for project managers using Microsoft Project and aiming to follow their projects 

consuming that certain project managers cease adhering to their best 

Project Timesheet Pro will able you to manage your budget at assignment level without spending hours updating 

roject Timesheet Pro is a Microsoft Project plug-in working with a desktop version of Microsoft Project

disclaimers 
a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 

Microsoft Project is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 

trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 

Project Timesheet Pro is using the Json.NET open source framework developed by Newtonsoft.

The resource names used in this document have been generated randomly. 
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Project Timesheet Pro is a Microsoft Project extension that will help you to save valuable time to manage project 
import timesheets with various layouts. 

Project Timesheet Pro is designed for project managers using Microsoft Project and aiming to follow their projects 

se adhering to their best 

Project Timesheet Pro will able you to manage your budget at assignment level without spending hours updating 

on of Microsoft Project running of 

Project Timesheet Pro is using the Json.NET open source framework developed by Newtonsoft. 



 

2 Installation 

2.1 Run the windows installer
 

Once you have reached the checkout page from the SRO consult site, download the Installation file 
ProjectTimesheetProSetup.msi and execute it. You will then follow a common windows installer process.

Figure 1 : Download button from the product chec

 

 

Figure 2 : Windows installer for Project Timesheet Pro
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Run the windows installer 

ed the checkout page from the SRO consult site, download the Installation file 
ProjectTimesheetProSetup.msi and execute it. You will then follow a common windows installer process.

: Download button from the product checkout page (free 30 days version in this example)

 

: Windows installer for Project Timesheet Pro 
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ed the checkout page from the SRO consult site, download the Installation file 
ProjectTimesheetProSetup.msi and execute it. You will then follow a common windows installer process. 

 

(free 30 days version in this example) 



 

2.2 Integration into Microsoft Project
 

Figure 3: Access Project Timesheet Pro from Microsoft 

When Project Timesheet Pro is installed you will see a new top menu item in Microsoft project with the following 
icons: 

 Settings: access the settings of the application allowing to parameterize various types of timesheet to import 
in Microsoft project. 

 Simulation: Run a simulation process without updating project actual
 Execution: Run the importation of the timesheet(s) into your project actual work
 About: information about the application

  

2.3 Install your license key
When you subscribe for a 30 days free trial period or a one year subscription, you receive by email a serial number 
and a license key. 

Figure 4 : example of the e-mail sent after a subscription

In the Settings, go to License management and click on “Install
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Integration into Microsoft Project 

: Access Project Timesheet Pro from Microsoft Project 

When Project Timesheet Pro is installed you will see a new top menu item in Microsoft project with the following 

: access the settings of the application allowing to parameterize various types of timesheet to import 

Run a simulation process without updating project actual 
Run the importation of the timesheet(s) into your project actual work

information about the application 

Install your license key 
days free trial period or a one year subscription, you receive by email a serial number 

mail sent after a subscription 

In the Settings, go to License management and click on “Install license” 
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When Project Timesheet Pro is installed you will see a new top menu item in Microsoft project with the following 

: access the settings of the application allowing to parameterize various types of timesheet to import 

Run the importation of the timesheet(s) into your project actual work 

days free trial period or a one year subscription, you receive by email a serial number 

 



 

Figure 5 : Screenshoot - License management

From the email you received copy the serial number and paste in the install license page. Make sure you paste all the 
characters of the serial number without addition blank sp

Repeat the same process for the License code and click on validate.

Figure 6 : Serial number and License code 

Once the validation is done, you should see your license details and the expiration date in the Licens
screen. 

When the end of your subscription approaches (you will receive a reminder e
www.sro-consult.com. Repeat the process described above to install 
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License management 

From the email you received copy the serial number and paste in the install license page. Make sure you paste all the 
characters of the serial number without addition blank spaces. 

Repeat the same process for the License code and click on validate. 

: Serial number and License code screenshot 

Once the validation is done, you should see your license details and the expiration date in the Licens

When the end of your subscription approaches (you will receive a reminder e-mail), you can get a new license from 
. Repeat the process described above to install the new license. 
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From the email you received copy the serial number and paste in the install license page. Make sure you paste all the 

 

Once the validation is done, you should see your license details and the expiration date in the License management 

mail), you can get a new license from 



 

Figure 7 : Screenshot - License management
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License management with license details updated 
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3 Setup the importation of time
 

3.1 Timesheet(s) location
This section is used to define where the timesheets are stored

Figure 8 : defining the Timesheets location

File Source type 
Define if the timesheets are located in a single excel file (“Single file”) or in multiple excel files 
(Files in a folder). 

If the “Files in a folder” is chosen all excel documents will be browsed.

Figure 9 : example of multiple timesheets located in a folder

File(s) Source 
Select a single file or a folder depending on the option “File Source”.
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Setup the importation of timesheets 

Timesheet(s) location 
is used to define where the timesheets are stored 

: defining the Timesheets location 

Define if the timesheets are located in a single excel file (“Single file”) or in multiple excel files 

n all excel documents will be browsed. 

 

: example of multiple timesheets located in a folder 

Select a single file or a folder depending on the option “File Source”. 
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Define if the timesheets are located in a single excel file (“Single file”) or in multiple excel files grouped in a folder 



 

Location of a timesheet in a file 
Define if a timesheet is stored in the first excel sheet (“In the first tab”) or if the system should browse all sheets of 
the excel document (“each tab contains a timesheet”)

Figure 10 : Example of timesheet stored in multiple tabs

3.2 Defining the timesheet layout

Figure 11 : timesheet layout 

 

Resource location 
This option defines where the resource information is located in the timesheet. This option will be used in 
combination with the Resource mapping section.

The resource is part of the table: 

The information used to map the resource is included in a table ( like in 
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if a timesheet is stored in the first excel sheet (“In the first tab”) or if the system should browse all sheets of 
the excel document (“each tab contains a timesheet”) 

: Example of timesheet stored in multiple tabs 

ining the timesheet layout 

This option defines where the resource information is located in the timesheet. This option will be used in 
combination with the Resource mapping section. 

The information used to map the resource is included in a table ( like in the example in Figure 
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if a timesheet is stored in the first excel sheet (“In the first tab”) or if the system should browse all sheets of 

 

 

This option defines where the resource information is located in the timesheet. This option will be used in 

Figure 11) 



 

 

Figure 12 : Example of the resource located in ray table

The resource is specified in the header 

the resource is specified in a single cell of the timesheet as in

Figure 13 : Example of a timesheet with the resource 

The resource is specified in the file name

In case there is a timesheet for each resource stored in separated excel document, the resource can be specified in 
the file name like in the example in Figure 

Note the in the resource mapping section it will be possible to apply a pattern to extract the resource information 
from the file name. 

The resource is specified in the tab name

Like in the example in Figure 10, the resource information can be extracted from the name of the excel tab. It will be 
also possible to use a pattern to extract the resource informa

First line of data 
This option defines the first line containing data to extract. For example in the 
whereas it will be 2 in Figure 12. 
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: Example of the resource located in ray table 

 

the resource is specified in a single cell of the timesheet as in the Example in Figure 13. 

: Example of a timesheet with the resource specified in the header 

name 

In case there is a timesheet for each resource stored in separated excel document, the resource can be specified in 
Figure 9. 

Note the in the resource mapping section it will be possible to apply a pattern to extract the resource information 

The resource is specified in the tab name 

, the resource information can be extracted from the name of the excel tab. It will be 
also possible to use a pattern to extract the resource information 

This option defines the first line containing data to extract. For example in the Figure 13 
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In case there is a timesheet for each resource stored in separated excel document, the resource can be specified in 

Note the in the resource mapping section it will be possible to apply a pattern to extract the resource information 

, the resource information can be extracted from the name of the excel tab. It will be 

 the first line of data will be 6 



 

Last line of data 
This option defines when the system stop browsing data.

Last line with a valid task: 

The system stop browsing the document when the 

Last line according to excel function: 

The system uses excel function to determine the last line of data. In case the timesheet contains blank lines, the cells 
will be browsed with an error message. 

3.3 Task mapping 
This section is used to define how the system finds the correct task in the MS Project document. Several mapping 
rules can be defined. Each rule is combined with each other with an AND operator.
and the auto create task option is activated in Options, the task will be automatically created using the mapping 
rules. If the auto create task is not activated, the system will return an error message.

Figure 14 : Task mapping 
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This option defines when the system stop browsing data. 

The system stop browsing the document when the task cannot be mapped (e.i. empty cell of a task)

The system uses excel function to determine the last line of data. In case the timesheet contains blank lines, the cells 
 

This section is used to define how the system finds the correct task in the MS Project document. Several mapping 
rules can be defined. Each rule is combined with each other with an AND operator. Note that if a task is not found 

sk option is activated in Options, the task will be automatically created using the mapping 
rules. If the auto create task is not activated, the system will return an error message. 
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task cannot be mapped (e.i. empty cell of a task) 

The system uses excel function to determine the last line of data. In case the timesheet contains blank lines, the cells 

This section is used to define how the system finds the correct task in the MS Project document. Several mapping 
Note that if a task is not found 

sk option is activated in Options, the task will be automatically created using the mapping 

 



 

Task mapping rule 

Figure 15 :  Example of mapping rule 

 

Column 

Specify in which column of the timesheet 

Pattern 

This option defines how to extract the task information. It can be 

 With no pattern (“none”) which means 
 The task information can be extracted between two delimiters (“Between Delimiters”)
 Task information can be extracted from the beginning of the cell until a delimiter ( “From start of a string t

a delimiter”) 

In order to illustrate this function let’s take a practical example. Each team members track their time spent on 
project tasks in an in-house time tracking system. This time tracking system does not know each task of the project 
but just high level summary tasks. It is used to generate the invoices sent to the client. Therefore, the manager asks 
the team members to specify the project task they work on in the comments of the time tracking system: the WBS 
will be used and filled the comment between “##” as illustrated in 
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Specify in which column of the timesheet the task information is defined. 

This option defines how to extract the task information. It can be  

With no pattern (“none”) which means the data stored in the column specified above is taken as is.
The task information can be extracted between two delimiters (“Between Delimiters”)
Task information can be extracted from the beginning of the cell until a delimiter ( “From start of a string t

In order to illustrate this function let’s take a practical example. Each team members track their time spent on 
time tracking system. This time tracking system does not know each task of the project 

gh level summary tasks. It is used to generate the invoices sent to the client. Therefore, the manager asks 
the team members to specify the project task they work on in the comments of the time tracking system: the WBS 

etween “##” as illustrated in Figure 16. 
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the data stored in the column specified above is taken as is. 
The task information can be extracted between two delimiters (“Between Delimiters”) 
Task information can be extracted from the beginning of the cell until a delimiter ( “From start of a string to 

In order to illustrate this function let’s take a practical example. Each team members track their time spent on 
time tracking system. This time tracking system does not know each task of the project 

gh level summary tasks. It is used to generate the invoices sent to the client. Therefore, the manager asks 
the team members to specify the project task they work on in the comments of the time tracking system: the WBS 



 

Figure 16 : Example of an extraction with the task WBS defined between delimiters
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: Example of an extraction with the task WBS defined between delimiters (extraction and MS Project file)
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(extraction and MS Project file) 



 

The task mapping rule will be setup as illustrated in 
comment field stored in column C. 

Figure 17 : Example of the usage of a pattern to map a task WBS

Ms Project task field 

Define which MS Project string field should used to find the task. The possible values are illustrated in 
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The task mapping rule will be setup as illustrated in Figure 17 : take the WBS of a task specified between “##” in the 

: Example of the usage of a pattern to map a task WBS 

Define which MS Project string field should used to find the task. The possible values are illustrated in 
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take the WBS of a task specified between “##” in the 

 

 

 

Define which MS Project string field should used to find the task. The possible values are illustrated in Figure 18. 



 

Figure 18 : Task fields used in task mapping rule

 

3.4 Resource mapping 
The resource mapping structure depends on the options chose in
location”. 

The possible values are for resource location are:

 The resource is part of the table 
 The resource is specified in the header
 The resource is specified in the file name
 The resource is specified in the t

The resource is part of the table 
If In the Layout section you have selected “The resource is part of the table” then the system is going to map the 
resource from a column of a raw table as in 
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: Task fields used in task mapping rule 

 
The resource mapping structure depends on the options chose in the “layout” section, parameter “resource 

for resource location are: 

 
The resource is specified in the header 
The resource is specified in the file name 
The resource is specified in the tab name 

If In the Layout section you have selected “The resource is part of the table” then the system is going to map the 
resource from a column of a raw table as in Figure 16. 
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the “layout” section, parameter “resource 

If In the Layout section you have selected “The resource is part of the table” then the system is going to map the 



 

Figure 19 : Example of resource mapping from a table

In such case the system expects a column containing the resource information in the timesheet and a resource
to map with. Note that is possible to apply a mapping pattern as described in chapter 
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: Example of resource mapping from a table 

In such case the system expects a column containing the resource information in the timesheet and a resource
to map with. Note that is possible to apply a mapping pattern as described in chapter 3.3
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In such case the system expects a column containing the resource information in the timesheet and a resource field 
3.3. 



 

Figure 20 : Possible MS Project resource fields

The resource is specified in the header
With this option, the system will map the resource information from a cell identified from a line and a column as illustrated

in 

Figure 21. 

A Pattern can be applied to map the resource information.
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fields 

The resource is specified in the header 
With this option, the system will map the resource information from a cell identified from a line and a column as illustrated

 

A Pattern can be applied to map the resource information. 
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With this option, the system will map the resource information from a cell identified from a line and a column as illustrated 



 

 

Figure 21 : Example of resource mapping from a timesheet cell

The resource is specified in the file 
With that configuration, the resource will be mapped from the timesheet file name.

In the example in chapter 3.1, each timesheet file name contains the resource name from the beginning of the file 
name to “ Timesheet”. The pattern mapping can be used as illustrated in 
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: Example of resource mapping from a timesheet cell 

The resource is specified in the file name 
With that configuration, the resource will be mapped from the timesheet file name. 

, each timesheet file name contains the resource name from the beginning of the file 
name to “ Timesheet”. The pattern mapping can be used as illustrated in Figure 22. 
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, each timesheet file name contains the resource name from the beginning of the file 



 

Figure 22 : Example of a resource mapping from a filename

The resource is specified in the tab name
This mapping definition is the same as the one previously 
source string is taken from the tab name.

 

3.5 Assignment data 
The system will need two information to map the 

Which metric to map that can be defined between actual work, remaining work or 

Where to find the timeline related to the above metric.

To map the metric and the related timeline, the system can handle the following Assignment time line types:

Time line as a single column: relevant for raw table. The timeline is define
another one 
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: Example of a resource mapping from a filename 

The resource is specified in the tab name 
This mapping definition is the same as the one previously described (mapping from a file name) except that the 
source string is taken from the tab name. 

The system will need two information to map the assignment data: 

Which metric to map that can be defined between actual work, remaining work or overtime work.

Where to find the timeline related to the above metric. 

To map the metric and the related timeline, the system can handle the following Assignment time line types:

relevant for raw table. The timeline is defined in a column and the assignment data in 
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described (mapping from a file name) except that the 

overtime work. 

To map the metric and the related timeline, the system can handle the following Assignment time line types: 

in a column and the assignment data in 



 

Time line as a range of columns: Relevant for double entries table have tasks as a row and timeline as a range of 
column. 

Time line as a single cell: less used. The assignment data is in a column the tim

 

Time line as a single column 
This setup is relevant for raw table mapping. In the example described in 
and the work in hours in column E. 

Figure 23 : Example of an assignment mapping with the timeline as a single column
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Relevant for double entries table have tasks as a row and timeline as a range of 

: less used. The assignment data is in a column the time line is specified in a cell

This setup is relevant for raw table mapping. In the example described in Figure 23, the date is specified i

 

 

 

 

mapping with the timeline as a single column 
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Relevant for double entries table have tasks as a row and timeline as a range of 

e line is specified in a cell 

, the date is specified in column D 

 

 



 

Time line as a range of columns 
In the example described in Figure 24, the tasks are specify in the raw of the time sheet and the actual work for each 
day of the week are specified from column C to I.

The time line for the actual work is defined on line 5 from c

Figure 24 :  Example of an Assignment mapping based on a range of column
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, the tasks are specify in the raw of the time sheet and the actual work for each 
day of the week are specified from column C to I. 

The time line for the actual work is defined on line 5 from column C to I. 

 

 

 

:  Example of an Assignment mapping based on a range of column 
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, the tasks are specify in the raw of the time sheet and the actual work for each 

 

 



 

Timeline as a single cell 
This type of mapping is relevant when the time line is specified in a single cell. That is the case of the example 
described in Figure 25 where the remaining work is fi

The time line for the remaining work is defined the last day of the week specified in the cell I5.

Figure 25 : Example of remaining work mapped with a single cell timeline
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This type of mapping is relevant when the time line is specified in a single cell. That is the case of the example 
where the remaining work is filled by team members in their timesheet.

The time line for the remaining work is defined the last day of the week specified in the cell I5.

 

: Example of remaining work mapped with a single cell timeline 
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This type of mapping is relevant when the time line is specified in a single cell. That is the case of the example 
lled by team members in their timesheet. 

The time line for the remaining work is defined the last day of the week specified in the cell I5. 

 

 

 



 

3.6 Auto creation of Tasks, Resources and 
In a task is not found using the task mapping setup, the system will automatically create a task if the option “Auto 
create tasks” is set to Yes. If the option is set to “Yes” and a new task is created duri
system will raise a warning message. If the option is set to “No”, the system will raise an error message

In a resource is not found using the resource mapping setup, the system will automatically create a resource if the 
option “Auto create resources” is set to Yes. If the option is set to “Yes” and a new resource is created during the 
importation process the system will raise a warning message. If the option is set to “No”, the system will raise an 
error message 

If the task as well as the resource are found but the project manager has created to assignment between the two, 
The system will create this assignment if the option “Auto create assignments” is set o “Yes”

 

 

Figure 26 : Options section 
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Auto creation of Tasks, Resources and Assignment
In a task is not found using the task mapping setup, the system will automatically create a task if the option “Auto 
create tasks” is set to Yes. If the option is set to “Yes” and a new task is created during the importation process the 

If the option is set to “No”, the system will raise an error message

In a resource is not found using the resource mapping setup, the system will automatically create a resource if the 
ion “Auto create resources” is set to Yes. If the option is set to “Yes” and a new resource is created during the 

importation process the system will raise a warning message. If the option is set to “No”, the system will raise an 

as well as the resource are found but the project manager has created to assignment between the two, 
The system will create this assignment if the option “Auto create assignments” is set o “Yes”
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Assignments 
In a task is not found using the task mapping setup, the system will automatically create a task if the option “Auto 

ng the importation process the 
If the option is set to “No”, the system will raise an error message 

In a resource is not found using the resource mapping setup, the system will automatically create a resource if the 
ion “Auto create resources” is set to Yes. If the option is set to “Yes” and a new resource is created during the 

importation process the system will raise a warning message. If the option is set to “No”, the system will raise an 

as well as the resource are found but the project manager has created to assignment between the two, 
The system will create this assignment if the option “Auto create assignments” is set o “Yes” 

 



 

3.7 Save and load settings
The timesheet importation settings can be saved as a json file an reloaded on demand. Note that this function is 
used if you want to backup your settings; the current settings are automatically saved when you click on validate.

This function is usefull if, for example, you manage several client’s projects with different time tracking processes.

Figure 27 : Save Load settings sections 
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ve and load settings 
The timesheet importation settings can be saved as a json file an reloaded on demand. Note that this function is 
used if you want to backup your settings; the current settings are automatically saved when you click on validate.

nction is usefull if, for example, you manage several client’s projects with different time tracking processes.
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The timesheet importation settings can be saved as a json file an reloaded on demand. Note that this function is 
used if you want to backup your settings; the current settings are automatically saved when you click on validate. 

nction is usefull if, for example, you manage several client’s projects with different time tracking processes. 

 



 

4 Simulation and execution process
 

 

4.1 Simulation and visual feedback in excel
Project Timesheet pro allows you to simulate an importation without impacting your project figures. This can be 
performed with the simulation icon. 

Figure 28 ; simulation icon 

The result of a simulation process is a list of information, warning and error messages as illustrated in 

Figure 29 : Example of simulation messages

Let’s introduce errors in the excel timesheet (see 

 The cell C7 is not well formatted
 The task 1.1.4 has no assignment for Nelly Hodson and 
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Simulation and execution process 

Simulation and visual feedback in excel 
Project Timesheet pro allows you to simulate an importation without impacting your project figures. This can be 

 

The result of a simulation process is a list of information, warning and error messages as illustrated in 

mulation messages 

introduce errors in the excel timesheet (see Figure 30): 

The cell C7 is not well formatted 
The task 1.1.4 has no assignment for Nelly Hodson and the auto create assignment option is not activated
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Project Timesheet pro allows you to simulate an importation without impacting your project figures. This can be 

The result of a simulation process is a list of information, warning and error messages as illustrated in Figure 29 

 

the auto create assignment option is not activated 



 

Figure 30 : Example of errors and warnings in a timesheet

The simulation process will return two errors. These can be visualized as a list or directly in a copy of your timesh
using the “Show me in Excel” button as described in 
messaged are included in the timesheet as excel commen
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: Example of errors and warnings in a timesheet 

The simulation process will return two errors. These can be visualized as a list or directly in a copy of your timesh
using the “Show me in Excel” button as described in Figure 31. When using the “Show me in excel” function the 
messaged are included in the timesheet as excel comments. 
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The simulation process will return two errors. These can be visualized as a list or directly in a copy of your timesheet 
. When using the “Show me in excel” function the 



 

Figure 31 : Example of info warnings and errors embedded in excel

Note that if we switch the auto create assignment option to “Yes” the error message in cell B9 will be a warning

You can process the timesheet importation 
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and errors embedded in excel 

Note that if we switch the auto create assignment option to “Yes” the error message in cell B9 will be a warning

You can process the timesheet importation using the “Run importation” button 
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Note that if we switch the auto create assignment option to “Yes” the error message in cell B9 will be a warning 



 

 

Figure 32 : Example of a result of a timesheet importation

4.2 Execution process 
The execution process can be launch using the “Execution” button in the Project Timesheet Pro menu.

Figure 33 : Execution button 

The execution produces a similar message list as the simulation process except that at this stage project figures are 
already updated with the timesheet. 

As the simulation, messages can be presented directly in 
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: Example of a result of a timesheet importation 

 
The execution process can be launch using the “Execution” button in the Project Timesheet Pro menu.

 

The execution produces a similar message list as the simulation process except that at this stage project figures are 

As the simulation, messages can be presented directly in the timesheet using the “show me in Excel” button.
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The execution process can be launch using the “Execution” button in the Project Timesheet Pro menu. 

The execution produces a similar message list as the simulation process except that at this stage project figures are 

the timesheet using the “show me in Excel” button. 



 

Figure 34 : Example of execution messages
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: Example of execution messages 
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